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[摘要] 目的 本文建立股骨髋关节置换有限元模型,并进行了静力学模拟计算,寻求假体的材料属性对髋关节置
换后产生的的影响。 方法 运用逆向工程与有限元的基本概念和理论，采用医学专用的建模软件 mimics 读取
原始的股骨 CT 图片的 dicom 格式，完成股骨三维重建,然后根据股骨髓腔几何解剖状态应用 CAD 软件设计个性
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[Abstract] Objectives In this paper, the finite element model of femur hip replacement is established, and the corre-
sponding static analysis is carried out to get the effect which the different material properties impacts on hip replacement.
Methods based on the basic conception and theory of Reverse engineering and finite element, the DICOM format of orig-
inal CT data is read by MIMICS to reconstruct the femur 3D model. Based on the geometric anatomical state of hip med-
ulla cavity, the individual femur prosthesis is designed by CAD software. Two models are assembled in the ansys to put
up joint coupling analysis! Results the femur model is accurately constructed and the individual prosthesis is designed.
The material assignment is applied by MIMICS based on gray scale; the finite element model material of femur is realized
in unevenness and anisotropism. The femur stress is simulated after three different materials of the femur hip replacement.
Conclusion the prosthesis by CFR/PSF is better in line with human physiological environment than the others, the stress
shelter is weaken, it is better for stress to transfer the prosthesis to femur. The research offers some helpful bases for the
design, replacement and life of artificial hip joint. And the results reveal that the method is more reasonable and reliable.
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标本选择：一名 28 岁健康男性志愿者，身高 170cm，体













Density = -13.4 + 1017 * Grayvalue
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CONSTRAINT EQUATION NO. 2 HAS 11 TERMS. CONSTANT= 0.000000
NODE= 29016 DIR= UY COEFFICIENT= -1.000000
NODE= 7756 DIR= UY COEFFICIENT= 0.5305962
NODE= 7757 DIR= UY COEFFICIENT= 0.3194277
NODE= 497 DIR= UY COEFFICIENT=-0.9443413E-01


















图 7 钴铬钼合金假体 图 8 钛合金假体置换后的股骨
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